
All-round amazing.
The FX HO is an outstanding choice for relaxed cruising

or sporty thrill-seekers. On the hunt for a WaverRunner

designed to maximise the riding pleasure? Whether

you're riding solo, with family or with friends, you're

going to fall head over heels in love with this new design.

Adding cutting-edge style to your excitement. Innovative

technology and engineering are at the core of the FX

HO, from our unique and revolutionary RiDE® system to

the lightweight hull, the exclusive electronic control

systems and the newest top-notch 4-stroke 1,898cc

engine. Right at the leading edge of the performance.

Let the fun begin. The new seven-inch touch screen

with Enhanced Drive Control gives you more options

with Economy, Towing, Performance, Comfort and

Customisable drive modes. Advanced design and sheer

build quality add even more to the package. The

excellent performance and rider thrill now comes in a

new design in Pure White Solid colour with Pale Cyan

details.

High Output 1,898cc, 4-cylinder,

DOHC, 16-valve

Longest, most comfortable hull in the

range

Revolutionary RiDE® system for

intuitive control

Unique 4-step tilt-adjustable steering

system

Seven-inch display with Enhanced Drive

Control Modes

Smartphone synchronisation capability

Easy access glove box

GPS chart plotter ready
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All-round amazing.
The FX HO is an outstanding choice for either relaxed cruising or sporty thrill-seekers. Looking for a

personal watercraft that promises to provide the ideal balance of performance and comfort and a

variety of features designed to increase riding pleasure? Then you will love this WaveRunner. You're

going to fall head over heels in love with this sophisticated-looking machine in Pure White Solid with

Pale Cyan details.

The new bold 1,898cc engine, with its high-pressure fuel pump and intelligent electronic throttle

control system delivers smooth, powerful and e cient performance. The elegant hull and lighter-

weight NanoXcel2® deck, combined with the remarkable RiDE® system, promise the most

comfortable, stable handling you've ever experienced.

The FX HO is a true all-rounder, with features like the brand new seven-inch Connext® display with

Security and Enhanced Drive Control Modes, No Wake Mode and Cruise Assist, luxury seating for

three, a large, stable swim platform, an extra deep re-boarding step, dual grab handles, and plenty

of storage space that guarantees a top-notch experience when you're alone, with your partner,

family or friends.
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Aerodynamic shape

The capable hull of the FX model cuts

through the water, providing stability on any

trip. Impressively rigid and robust, it gives

these machines awesome on-water

performance with stunning acceleration,

high top speed, great economy and an even

more comfortable ride.

Ride your way

Ride the way you want. Pop your handlebar

up and stay standing in rough waters, head

for the middle ground for an ultra-

comfortable cruising experience or go low

when you're ready to race. Your screen is

also adjustable, so you can change the

performance and appearance to be a perfect

match for whatever adventure you're on.

Luxury, comfort, footwell drainage,
and easier re-boarding

From four-step, tilt-adjustable steering to a

luxury three-person cruiser seat, and from

practical handlebar tie points to a large swim

platform with a deeper, wider, softer, more

comfortable step and dual handles for re-

boarding. The FX HO really does have it all. It

even has an industry- rst footwell drainage

system.

RiDE® system (Reverse with
intuitive Deceleration
Electronics)

The revolutionary RiDE® system transforms

your riding pleasure, bringing a feeling of

con dence to every rider, at every level.

Simply pull the throttle lever on the right

hand-grip to move forwards and accelerate.

Pull the lever on the left hand-grip to slow

down or to reverse. Yes, it's really that

simple.

Enhanced Drive Control Modes

Intuitive riding experience through the new

Connext® display featured Enhanced Drive

Control Modes: Economy, Towing,

Performance, Comfort and Custom. The last

allows you to pre-set a top-speed limit and

an acceleration curve, making it the perfect

partner for novice riders. Set a steady speed

on longer trips for maximum economy.

Simple and sports-ready

The tow hook o ers a higher tow point, which

enables a new level of exciting watersports

action. It's also easier to access, removes the

need for a towing bridle and o ers tidy tow

line storage beneath. What's not to love?
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Engine

Engine type 1.9 Liter High Output, 4-stroke, 4-cylinder
Lubrication system Wet sump
Supercharger No
Displacement 1,898cc
Bore x stroke 86mm × 78mm
Compression ratio 11.0 : 1
Pump type 155mm axial  ow
Fuel Unleaded Regular Gasoline
Fuel supply system Electronic Fuel Injection
Fuel capacity 70L
Oil capacity 5.3L

Dimensions

Length 3.58m
Width 1.27m
Height 1.23m
Dry weight 375 kg

Features

Storage capacity 168.3L
Rider capacity 1-3 persons
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The unit depicted in these images is equipped with optional Yamaha Genuine Accessories.

All information in this brochure is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. We should all exercise POWER WITH RESPONSIBILITY and help preserve the great sporting

opportunities and enjoyment we all derive from our involvement with personal watercraft. You must

recognise too, that your Yamaha WaveRunner is actually a boat, so please learn and follow all the rules of

the sea and waterways, take professional instruction where possible, and obey local rules and

regulations, which may di er greatly from area to area. The photographs featured show boats being

driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance in respect of safe operation or style of use is

intended or implied by the publication of any of these images. Read all instruction materials carefully

before setting out and ALWAYS wear recommended protective clothing and a life preserver or lifejacket

when boating. NEVER DRINK AND RIDE.
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